**SIMS™ Software**

**Optimise and maintain steam system performance**

SIMS™ Software helps you improve your steam plant performance by providing insight that enables increased productivity, safety, and reduced energy consumption.

**SIMS™ Software enables you to:**

- Ensure your steam system is operating safely and efficiently by analysing key performance indicators.
- Demonstrate improved productivity and energy savings via dashboards and reports.
- View a site’s performance via remote web access; anytime, anywhere.
- Benchmark performance against other parts of the same site, or another one of your sites at regional or global level.
- Easily identify changes in performance enabling corrective action to be taken swiftly.
- Help work towards ISO 50001 accreditation.
Our pre-configured dashboards give you meaningful insight allowing fast interpretation of data and instant decision making.

- **Improve boiler house performance**
  Identify an optimum boiler control regime by monitoring boiler efficiency (fuel to steam) and understanding steam load, TDS and water level performance over time.

- **Increase metering insight**
  Identify opportunities for improving process performance, reducing energy costs and CO₂ emissions by monitoring and understanding the contribution of steam and other utilities.

- **Enhance steam to hot water generation**
  Gather insight on the temperature and utilisation trends of your heat exchangers, as well as the data to help schedule maintenance and reduce breakdowns.

- **Monitor critical steam traps in real time**
  Live information on steam trap performance helps identify trends for both steam losses and costs, and accurate reports help to prioritise maintenance.

- **Access steam trap survey results instantly**
  View the total cost of steam losses, the complete steam trap population inventory and identify opportunities for optimisation.

Find out more by visiting [spiraxsarco.com](http://spiraxsarco.com) today
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